While in prayer this morning, Abba Father showed me a huge pearl.
I watched how the precious gem slowly opened and unfolded in segments like the
petals of a daisy.
Each segment started to glow and represented a different shade of the colour of the
pearl.
I was looking in admiration and heard:
“I am this Pearl. The segments symbolise My bride, filled with My Spirit.”
I was listening carefully and was deeply impressed by the beautiful, glowing segments.
It was then when I noticed a second smaller pearl in the centre of the main daisy-pearl.
It formed the crown, just like inside a real flower.
Gradually this little crown grew bigger and bigger until it eventually popped open.
Thousands upon thousands of miniature shimmering pearls emerged from the inside
and washed over the edge of the main daisy-pearl like a huge pearl-volcano.
“I have never seen this before”, was all I could whisper.
“Daughter, the main Pearl is My own heart. The centre Pearl represents My Son
Yahushua, the Bridegroom.
In My Son will be sheltered those who resist temptation and do not bow before the
ruler of this world. Those who know who they are and who are pursuing their infinite
destiny. I will fill them with an even deeper measure of My glory-love.”
The river of tiny pearls that was still overflowing the edges slowly settled down. The
individual segments of the main daisy-Pearl gently closed and the spectacular scene
became one main Treasure again.
“Sealed in Me, My bride will be. One in Spirit and Truth… united with My Son inside
one Single pearl-heart.
I love you all, My sealed bride.”

I believe that we will one day return to the same togetherness in Spirit with our Creator,
as it was before the foundation of the earth, sealed by the blood of our Messiah.
We will be the companion He has been longing for so desperately since creation.
What a promise to cling to and a goal to pursue.
I love you all.
Hephzibah

